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Overview

• Classic Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) methods try to learn aligned features between the 
two domains such that classifiers trained on the source features can be readily applied to the target 
ones.

• Recent work show that these methods have a potential risk of damaging the intrinsic structures of 
target data discrimination.

• Some other works claim that the marginal distribution of the data naturally has a class-conditional 
multi-modal structure which are often ignored by the classic UDA methods that perform domain 
alignment.



Main idea

• This work tries not to do explicit feature alignment between domains due to the potential rik 
mentioned previously.

• To exploit the intrinsic structures of the target domain data, they perform unsupervised deep 
discriminative clustering.

• Cluster semantics are then aligned with the actual classes of the labeled data in source domain via a 
simple joint training.

• Furthermore, they propose to apply deep clustering at intemediate layers of the feature extractor to 
enhance the clustering effectiveness. 

• Finally, this paper introduces a sample selection mechanism to encourage source instances that are 
more similar to target data to have more impact on the training of the model.



Deep discriminative clustering

• Generative clustering algorithms: K-means, Gaussian mixture model.

• Discriminative clustering algorithms instead directly identify the clusters of the data via a softmax 
classifier without any assumption on the specific form of the data distribution.

• DEPIC (2017) is a recent work that introduces a clustering model for images.



Deep discriminative target clustering

• Let             be the feature extractor and                be the classifier. We use              to denote the whole 
network. Given an input instance      , the network produces its probability vector                                          
where                         .

• Given unlabeled data , we use the model to make predictions on each of them to obtain probability 
vectors        =                . The model is trained via introducing an auxiliary distribution       and minimizing the 
KL divergence between the introduced one and the predicted distribution:

• The optimization of this objective is done in alternating style:

+ First, we fix the model parameters and update the auxiliary distribution:

+ Second, we fix the auxiliary distribution and update the model parameters:



Deep clustering at intermediate layers

• To enhance the clustering performance,  we also do the clustering at intermediate layers of the feature extractor.

• At the beginning of each epoch, the model makes predictions on unlabled target data to get the cluster assignments           
. The centroids {𝜇𝑘

𝑠𝑟𝑐}𝑘=1
𝐾 for source data and {𝜇𝑘

𝑡𝑔𝑡
}𝑘=1
𝐾 target unlabled data are then computed by:

(2)
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• The shared centroids for both source and target data is computed by: 

(4)

These shared centroids are later used for deep clustering in feature space.



Deep clustering at intermediate layers

• At each layer, we extract the feature vector for each instance                          .

• The soft cluster assignments for the feature vectors are then computed by: 

(5)

• With these probabilities, we can use the same objective as in equation (1)

(6)

• The final objective for training on target language data is:

(7)



Structural source regularization

• Clustering model itself doesn’t have any idea about the meaning of each cluster. To help the clustering 
model be aware of which class each cluster actually refers to. The simple joint training on unlabled target 
data and labeled sourced data is used.

• In particular, we use the same model that produces          in equation (1) to get the predicted distribution         
for                    for the labled data . The loss function for this regularization is simply the cross-
entropy:

(8)

• As the clustering on unlabled data and the classification on labled data use the same model with the same 
label space (K classes/clusters). The joint training would ideally push instances of labled and unlabled data 
from the same classes into the same region in the feature space         represented by  the feature extractor



Soft source sample selection

• Source examples that are more similar to target examples should have more impact during the training.

• be K target cluster centers in the feature space

• For each labeled source example                   , we compute the similarity between its feature vector and the 
corresponding cluster center of target data   

• They compute these weights every epoch and use them to weight the loss of the source examples:



Results

• Performance on Office-Home dataset (~15k images, 65 classes)



Results


